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Before the Wind

Under the flimsy
layer of noise I wear
I charge the depth of silence.

Outside Goldfield
the first Joshua trees
stand guard over nothing.

Snow rushes at our lights;
the tumbleweeds crouch and dance,
we turn, drive from the known,

down Lost Section Road,
swimming into our withdrawals,
Leopardi’s fathomless quiet.

The sky flares yellow,
losing light over Wild Rose Peak;
moths hover at the mystery white flower.

My ship is turning,
big and blind in the night,
so monstrous it blocks out sound.

By Walker Lake, the first water,
we enter the final silence;
bittersweet to sail on it.
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Searchlight

Death Valley, 1997

In the shadow of the Panamints,
hushed at a thousand feet,
this is the garden where we’ll walk
as though nothing broke, no beads spilled.

Salt rings on the Devil’s Golf Course,
we pick our way along the delicate path,
the desert lands evenly on the skin;
I snatch up my flame, I put it out in the cold.

Fingers burning as we unravel ourselves,
set all our carrying down;
we weighted ourselves so heavily,
and then we dived in.

Send a searchlight across the alluvial plain,
the swept area shivers;
I find myself on the valley floor,
hunched on the salt pan, breathing again.

Get me to a child’s place, a schoolroom, a well of safety,
here among the toys and alphabets I can say
in pain like darkness
I have nothing to draw on today.

Flying low and soundless over our history,
the bareness, the bare bones, the shabby deeds.
Hushed, still as a blade, I read the cracked truth:
we are undone, no one can bind us.



Hawkesbury River, NSW 

I was a schooner,
I was a rigged cutter with sixteen oars,
fire on a bed of earth in my hold.

I liked to be on the river without purpose,
the swell from the mailboat washed at my hopes;
I ran my oars idly through the mangrove swamps.
At Milson Island the kids from town
fished from the jetty with silver spools,
white prawns for bait,
and all news carried equal weight.

On the Bauer Point foreshore I berthed in the dawn,
the river revealed at its own pace
its purpose; beyond the mouth,
the trades laughed in the face
of the great winds that govern hurricane and calm
and fanned into motion my knot of flame.

I was moved by the tide beyond fear,
left my old ways by the shore and struck out
with a good tailwind, plain sailing
for the Solomons and their bold promises — 
whale teeth, coconuts, and pearls.
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Limpets

Barcelona, October 1997

Whatever I put in these empty rooms
they are still these empty rooms.

Old sun deep on the neighbour’s porch,
recessed sun in the Spanish palms.

One, two little girls, a boy
stood in their baby shoes in the sand,

sang themselves the glittering sea,
hid pink shells in their sandy pails.

There I saw their father’s smile,
limpet hands at the ice-cream stall.

Long pale nights in my brother’s house,
toys on the verandah, chairs all round.

I washed my hands of the milky past,
shiver and ripple of lies dissolved.

I took a leap at the heart of it,
woke myself from years of sleep.

Giddy with choice in the morning light,
I got right down to truth and belief,

took things out of the empty rooms,
let in the sunlit afternoons.
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